
 

IICF moves out to Delhi 

Our Bureau 
New Delhi, Dec. 7:  

They have smelt the coffee and moved. The coffee industry has sniffed which way the wind is blowing and in line with 
the growing consumption in non-traditional areas, shifted its biennial big promotional event. The fourth edition of 
India International Coffee Festival (IICF) will move out of its traditional ground of Bangalore and will be held in New 
Delhi from January 18-20, 2012. 

“New Delhi is the hub of the emerging North Indian coffee consuming market. It is our aim and mandate in this and 
succeeding IICF events in the region, to make coffee drinking as much a habit as it is in South India,” said Mr Anil 
Kumar Bhandari, President of the newly created India Coffee Trust. 

Industry stakeholders have come together to form and fund India Coffee Trust to promote consumption in the country 
and organise the IICF, which was earlier done by the Coffee Board. 

Coffee consumption in the non-traditional regions has grown 40 per cent year on year and the northern States have 
contributed to more than 50 per cent of the growth. The coffee consumption has increased to over 1.08 lakh tonnes in 
2010, up from 1.02 lakh tonnes in 2009, said Coffee Board chairman, Mr Jawaid Akhtar. This growth is attributed to 
the spurt in ‘out-of-home' consumption triggered by rise in café outlets coupled with increasing income levels and 
urbanisation. 

‘Growing with Coffee' is the theme for IICF 2012 and is primarily aimed at highlighting the opportunities for growth in 
domestic market segment for all players like growers, roasters, retailers among others. 
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New export contracts keep rice steady 

The rice market ruled steady with prices remaining unchanged in the domestic market on Wednesday. Mr Tara Chand 
Sharma, Proprietor of Tara Chand and Sons, told Business Line that a... » 

Chana seen firm despite carryover stocks 

Arrivals from other States drag coconut oil in Tamil Nadu 
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Heavy arrival drags turmeric 

Crude prices remain mixed 

Supportive factors will propel gold prices higher 

Gem, jewellery export industry sees pick-up in US demand 

Buying lifts dara wheat, flour 

Futures perk up spot chana 

Gold 

 

Gem, jewellery export industry sees pick-up in US demand 

India's gem and jewellery export industry is beginning to see some signs of a pick-up in purchases in the US, ahead of 
the crucial Christmas season. But volume sales would continue to be s... » 

Gold futures declines to Rs 28,919 

Supportive factors will propel gold prices higher 

Gold futures recovers on firm global cues 

Gold futures eases to Rs 28,659 

Gold futures rises to Rs 28,657 on global cues 

Gold futures down at Rs 28,725 on global cues 

Gold futures down at Rs 28,559 on profit-taking 

Gold futures declines to Rs 29,040 on profit-taking 
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Disheartened but not surprised, say retailers 

Retail FDI would have created back-end infrastructure: Retailers » 

Frauds probe office to get statutory powers 

‘Indian firms should contribute more to design, development of products' 

10 countries providing tax-related information to India 

France eager to invest in India 

NHAI threatens to cancel Delhi-Gurgaon toll road operator's rights 

Three quarters of world's poor live in middle-income countries: Oxford study 

OECD to hold talks today with Finance Ministry on G20 action plan 

Coal price surge: Power Ministry seeks scrapping of import duty 

Markets 

Sensex down 47 points on profit-taking, global cues 

The Bombay Stock Exchange benchmark Sensex fell over 40 points in the morning session today as funds and retail 
investors booked profits recorded in the previous session amid a weak trend in the A... » 

Raymond (Rs 409.1): Buy 

Sesa Goa hikes stake in Cairn India via block deal 
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Difficult to define time horizons in market: Experts 

Stock, forex markets closed today 

Cos raised $2.47 b in Oct through ECBs, FCCBs 

Will Citigroup-SEC case set a trend here as well? 

Companies 

Maruti looks to retain lead with entry into MPV, SUV segments 

 After watching its leadership in the car market come under threat from new competition and labour 
troubles, Maruti Suzuki now has an elaborate strategy in place to guard against a... » 

Car prices to increase by up to 2-3% from Jan 

SAIL gears up to catch up with Tata, JSW Steel in auto, white goods segment 

‘Ranbaxy has the power to be Lords of Atorvastatin’ 

Solar mission: We wanted to send out a message, says Solairedirect 

Net effect: Cipla settles infringement case with Bayer 

Royal Enfield and the art of leisure biking 

Rolls Royce back in the land of Nizams 

Vizag's Brandix Apparel City resumes operations 
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Large imports of telecom gear a concern: Manmohan 

The Prime Minister, Dr Manmohan Singh, on Wednesday said that large imports of telecom equipment is a matter of 
concern in the light of India's strategic and security interests. Speaking... » 

Wipro to invest Rs 700-800 cr for second campus in Bengal 

Telecom Ministry agrees to BSNL’s plan to surrender BWA spectrum 

Kerala CM shows the way as techies take to cycles 

Marginal fall in hiring activity in Nov: Report 

Govt asks Google to remove 358 items 

‘Indian firms should contribute more to design, development of products' 

International roaming: Mobile users to get alerts on usage soon 

India becomes top spam-sending nation in the world: Trend Micro 

Marketing 

FDI suspension a step in right direction, says Moily 

 Describing the move to suspend decision on FDI in retail as a step in right direction, the Corporate Minister, 
Mr M Veerappa Moily on Wednesday said the intention is to keep the “policy on”.» 

Foreign food chains queue up to get a taste of India pie 

QSR chain Kaati Zone on expansion drive 

Travel portal Yatra.com lobs it up to mid-wicket 
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FDI in multi-brand retail only after consensus, says Pranab 

New Packaging Law will result in price hikes 

Chamber meet on FDI in retail 

Aditya Kitchen System opens outlet in Kozhikode 

‘A brand is person's gut feel about a product/service' 
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